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Absract

The purpose of the study was to investigate the incidence of perfectionism in male

and femaie adolescents in private and public school settings. One hundred and three grade 9

students from two private schools, and 1 public school in a higher socio-economic level of

an urban community were administered the Burns Perfecionism Scale and the Children and

Adolescent Perfectionism Scale. Two students in each group: males, private school; males,

public school; females, private school; females, public school; who had a mean over 4 on

the Self-Oriented Scale, were randomly selected and interviewed individually. Two

students in each group: males, private school; males, public school; females, private

school; females, public school; who had a mean of less than 2 on the Self-Oriented Scale,

were randomly selected and interviewed individually. The incidence of perfectionism was

statistically greater in females than in males, but there was no statistical difference between

private and public schols. Interviews revealed characteristics identified in perfectionist

adolescents were consistent with those expressed in the literature. Recommendations are

made for teachers and counsellors.
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Perfectionism in Adolescents

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to investigate whether or not there exists a

population of perfectionist adolescents with similar cha¡acteristics to the adult

perfectionists described by previous authors (e. g.Burns, 1980, 1983;

Hamachek,l9T 8: Pacht, 1984; Rumney, 1983; Siegler, 1988). Mosr writers

(e.g.8urns,1980,1983; Hamachek,l978; Pacht, 1984) characterize perfectionistic

adults in similar ways. Neurotic perfectionists strive for unreasonably high goals

and leave themselves open for self-defeat. Even if they do reach their goals, they

cannot enjoy thei¡ successes. They minimize them by saying that they were merely

expected. They cannot relax their drives. They think in polarities. If they do not

achieve r00vo of their goals, then they have failed:9lvo is not good enough. They

measure their own value in terrns of their achievements. For the purpose of this

paper, perfectionism will be defined as a learned behavior of reaching for approval

by setting unreachable goals.

In our society, it is often assumed that if child¡en are doing well in school,

all is fine and they have no academic problems. However, consider the children

who attempt to be perfect to receive adult approval. They perform, obey, and

work especially hard to earn parental recognition. But in an environment of

nonapproval or inconsistent approval, some children learn that they can never

please their parents. In a family where there is conditional positive approval,

child¡en learn that parental approval comes only when things are done by the

parent's standards. They do not learn that they can be loved unconditionally. As a
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result, these children cannot learn to recognize or appreciate their own self-worth.

Could it be that educators frequently reinforce these conditions in their classroom

without meaning to? Achievement becomes an indicator of the student's self-

worth. The teacher's approval is inconsistent and conditional, so the student leams

that teacher approval is contingent upon doing things right. In the classroom, the

teacher's evaluations and subtle messages frequently dictate the other students'

evaluation and acceptance of themselves and of their peers. Self-esteem is

affected. Students who have perfectionist tendencies set themselves up for failure.

Perhaps, when they find out that perfection is not attainable, they give up trying.

They may become underachievers who, although they have great potenrial, drop out

of school. or they may develop maladaptive coping strategies to suwive.

In order to explore adolescent perfectionism, this paper is divided into five

chapters:

1. The introduction.

2. Tlte literature review, which explores perfectionism as it is associated

with physical and psychological problems, as well as the distinction

between healthy and neurotic perfectionism.

3. The method, which includes a description of the subjects,

instnrmentation and procedure used in the study.

4. The results, which outline the results of the study .

5. The discussion, which explores the implications of the results.

6. The appendices which contain the questionnaires and letters of consent.
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LITERATIIRE REVIEW

The literature review is divided in two parts: perfectionism as it is associated

with other problems, and healthy versus neuotic perfectionism.

Perfeoionism as it is Associated with Other problems

The emphasis in the literature has been on perfectionism as it is associated

with physical and psychological problems in adults. Some of these difficulties

include physical problems,compulsive personality disorders, depression, adult

children of alcoholics,burn-out, and eating disorders.

Ph)¡sical Problems

In his Distinguished Professional Contributions Award address ar rhe

meeting of the American Psychological Association, Pacht (1984) claimed. that

striving for a nonexistent perfection keeps people in a turmoil and is associated

with a significant number of physical and psychological problems. He based his

conclusions on his professional work as a psychologist with patients, students and

residents of correctional institutions.

"Type A" personalities also have been associated with higher coronary

problems. These persons are described as highly competitive, achievement-

oriented and perfectionist. Other less publicized problems include erectile

dysfunction (Burns 1983), irritable bowel syndrome, dysmorphophobia -the fear of

being deformed (Andreasen & Bardach,!977), ulcerarive colitis and chronic

olfactory paranoid syndromes (Pacht, 1984).
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Compulsive Personalitv Disorders

The American Psychiarric Association DSM Itr'S (1987) diagnostic criteria

for compulsive personality disorder include "perfectionism that interferes with the

ability to $asp 'the big picture' (e.g. preoccupation with trivial derails, rules,

order, organization, schedules, and lists.)"(p.356).

Ingram (1982) has described the compulsive as having problems that

preclude achieving long-lasring happiness. According to Ingram (1982) those

experiencing compulsive personality disorders attempt to squeeze life into a series

of rules, and when faced with a situation that does not follow the rules, avoid it.

Compulsive rituals help to relieve their anxiety. They may be biind to their own

imperfections and despise those who cannot live up to their standa¡ds. Self-control

is also an important personal issue, and they avoid situations requiring spontaneity.

Excessive control and exacting standards serve to mask their feelings of

worthlessness and appeil place them beyond reproach. In the quest for order and

strict adherence to the iaw, they lose the spirit of the law. Their neurotic

perfectionism destroys the pleasures of life. Ingram relied on observations of

patients in clinical therapy at the Karen Horney Clinic for his conclusions.

Deoression

In his book, Feeling Good. the New Mood Therao)¿. Burns (1980)

investigated some of the causes and treatments of depression. He has explored

addictions to love and the need for approval and the influence of these factors on

depression. His is a self-help book for those who wish to understand and conrrol

their moods. In the preface, Beck stated that depressed individuals frequently see
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themselves as faiiures, doomed to frustration. He pointed out that there is often a

marked difference between their expectations and the realities of their achievements

and those of others. Their pessimism affects their own self- image, their

interpersonal relationships and thei¡ health. Burns (1980) explained that illogical

negative thinking plays a central role in the development of depression. When self-

perceptions and life events are distorted, emotional response is abnormal.

According to Burns (i980), neurotic perfectionists feel that nothing they do is good

enough. Although others may view them as highly successful, their own

perception is distorted. Their emotional response to failure is depression that may

be difficult to identify because it is so well masked by the appearance of self-control

and success.

Evidence from Hewitr and Dyck's (1986) study of 105 male and female

introductory psychology students at the University of Manitoba pointed to the

possibility that perfectionist attitudes are associated with currenr depression levels.

There was evidence that these attitudes may predict severity of depression better

than the va¡iable of prior depression. The notion that perfectionistic individuals

suffer greater depression when faced with sressful life events was also supported

in the study. Evaluation of this study requires consideration of the possibility of

sample bias. First year psychology students are a convenient sample, but their use

limits the generaiizability of the study because it is a limited, non-randomized

population. In spite of this,Hewitt and Dyck suggested that perfectionism has a role

in the severity of depression. The relationship be¡¡¿een stressful life events and

depression was significantly higher in perfectionists. These findings supported
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Bums' (1980) clinical resea¡ch findings which suggested that perfectionism may be

a key factor in predisposing individuals to bouts of severe depression.

There is some debate regarding the association of perfectionism with

depression. In an investigation of 73 volunteer introductory psychology students

(37 males, 36 females) at the university of Regina, pirot (1986) correlated, the

Bums Perfectionism Scale with the Zung (1965) Self-Rating Depression Scale, the

Rotter (1966) Internal External Locus of Control Scale and Berger's Acceptance of

self and others Scale (1952). Self-acceprance conelated inversely with

perfectionism. The Burns Scale correlated significantly with the Zung depression

scale; however, the association was weak, accounting for only 4Vo of the variance.

with ninety-six percent of the variance unaccounted for,this suggested that

depression does not inevitably accompany perfectionism, and. that they were only

marginally related by these measures. Pirot pointed out that one reason for this

discrepancy may be in the instruments themselves. The Zung Scale measures two

basic divisions of depression: somatic and psychological. The somatic items are

not related to perfectionism nor to self-criticism. Perhaps another depression scale

would generate other findings.

Burn-out

As physicians and practicing psychoanalysts, Freudenberger & Richelson

(1980) described burn-out as " the super-achiever sickness"(p. 17); however, it is

very difficult to diagnose because burn-outs are competent successful persons who

hide their weaknesses well. Burn-outs have lost their enthusiasm for tiving. They

feel uninvolved; their jobs, in fact, their whole lives have become drudgery. No

matter how great their efforts, they experience frusÍation. Burn-out appea_rs to

6
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occur in dynamic, charismatic, goal-oriented idealists who want their life to be the

best. They are dedicated and committed. Actuaily, they are really over-dedicated

and over- committed. But these super-achievers' efforts often end in

disappointment. Perfection is only an illusion and is unarrainable. Even if they do

achieve their goals, they may be too tired to enjoy them (Freudenberger &

Richelson,l980).

Adult Children of Alcoholics

An important theme that adult children of alcoholics musr d,eal with is

abandonment (IMoititz, 1985). Central to this theme is perfectionism. In an effort to

get attention, to feel loved, and to maintain harmony, children of dysfu¡rctional

homes adopt survival roles. Black (1981) has used her extensive experience in

counselling families of alcoholics to describe these roles. They include: "rhe acring

out child, the placater, the adjuster, and the responsible one". The responsible ones,

who are often the oldest, a¡e viewed as very mature mini-adults. Wegscheider

(1981) calls the responsible one "the hero". Heroes quickly discover that the best

way to stay out of trouble is to be very, very good. Sometimes they may even be

rewa¡ded with hugs. very early in life, heroes incorporate certain rules:

1. Keep negative feelings to yourself: you don't want anyone to be angry.

2. Express a lot of positive feelings - you may get approval.

3. Give people what they wanr.

4. Keep what goes on at home a secret.

Heroes find new ways to be good to get recognition in school. For a while, when

they achieve, things feel happier at home. But even their biggest successes do not

change things for long. Eventually they feel more and more helpless; striving
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desperately for the perfection that will create harmony, yet feeling guilty because

they cannot achieve it. There is little experimental data to supporr these theories,

but there are case studies and biographies. For example, Le Bourillier (1987)

described her own experience as a hero. when asked about her childhood, she

answered "I didn't have one" (p.8). Playing the role of hero may rob children of

the ability to experience childhood. By attempting to be perfect all the time, she lost

the opportunity to be a normal child whose job it is to fry different roles and make

mistakes.

Eating disorders such as anorexia and bulimia

Anorexics are described in the DSM m R (1987) as being "perfectionist

model children"(p.66). However, perfectionism is not operationally defined

anywhere in the DSM ItI R. Rumney (i983), an anorexic, who has undergone

several methods of therapy for her disorder, explained how perfectionism is a

central issue for anorexics. She believes anorexics try to avoid rejection by trying to

be perfect. Anorexics are driven by their quest for perfection. Their self-worth is

measured in terms of accomplishments. They must excel at everything; yet no

matter how flawless their performance seems to others, they are never satisfied.

They are their own worst critics. Their drive for perfection is expressed by their

control over thet bodies. Thinness is their goal and no matter how emaciated they

become it still is not sufficient to enhance genuine self-worth.

Health)¡ Versu s Neurotic Perfectioni sm

Although many writers have used the term "perfectionism" to describe

cha¡acteristics of their research populations, few have acrually defined it. Hamachek

(1978) makes a distinction between a healthy drive for excellence and neu¡otic
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perfectionism. For instance, many athletes take pleasure in striving for physical

perfection, while scientists strive for a perfect understanding of nature; and mystics

search for perfection in God. Healthy perfectionists are able to establish

performance boundaries based on the realiry of their strengths and limitations and

can be less than perfect when the desire is for improvement. Neurotic

perfectionists, however, have set up a no-win scenario. They set up goals that a¡e

unattainable, then measure their personal value in relation to their achievement. If
they do not attain their goals, it reinforces thei¡ feelings of worthlessness. If they

do, they minimize their success insisting it was merely an expectation. Neurotic

perfectionism is a learned way ofreaching for approval and expresses a deep sense

of inferiority. These perfectionisrs appeil to be motivated by fear of failure.

Based on his clinical observations, Hamachek (1978) has identified six

behavioral characteristics typical of neurotic perfectionists :

Depression. Hamachek argues that neurotic perfectionists feel depressed

when they reach out and never attain their goals. Bum-outs,children of alcoholics,

and anorexics may feel helpless over their unhappy situation. Perfectionists may see

it as reason for not doing much of anything:" I can't be successful, so why

bother?"

T)¡rann)¡ of shoulds. This term, coined by Horney (1950), clearly expresses

the perfectionist's thought process: "I shouldn't eat; I should be able to keep my

little brother quiet; I shouldn't feel angry." This thinking becomes all-conrrolling

and precludes personal needs and feelings. when they direct these "should"

statements to others, perfectionists feel frustrated and resenful because others do

not live by their high standards.

9
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Shame and guilt. Perfectionists feel shame when they cannot meer rhe

perceived expectations of others. For example, a child, wanting to be perfect ro fry

to maintain a pseudo- harmony in a dysfuntional home, will almost inevitably

experience shame. They feel guilt when they can't attain their own inner

expectations. The values of their parents have become so ingrained, that they

must, at all cost, attain them.

Face-saving behaviors. Hamachek thinks that to avoid feeling shame,

neurotic perfectionists adopt a mask of confidence, and avoid situations that would

have the potential to make them look foolish or incompetent. Eating disorders, for

example, are usually well-kept secrets. Perfectionists only try for jobs that they

know they will accomplish better than the orhers around them.

Shyness and procrastination. Neurotic perfectionists may be motivated by

fear of failure. In order to avoid failure, they avoid starting. This also Íansfers

itself into shyness which prevents them from developing healthy relationships, but

which also protects them from failing at them.

Self-depreciation. By putting themselves down first, they avoid others'

rejection.

There is little, if any, accompanying empirical evidence to support or reject

Hamachek's theory.

Burns (1983;1980) provided supporr for Hamachek's (1978) work. Of

particular interest are the ten cognitive distortions he has identified during his

clinical research, and the fact that he has anempted to quantify the phenomena

called "perfectionism".

10
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"T)¡r'anny of shoulds". Burns has kept Horney and Hamachek's def,rnition

of this thinking process. He agrees that perfectionists try to motivate themselves

with "should" statements.

Burns' other cognitive distortions seem to be an exrapolation of the

characteristic Hamachek termed "depression".

All-or-nothing thinking. All-or-nothing thinking, which Ba:row and Moore

(1983) termed "saint-or-sinner" polarity and Pacht (1984) called the "God/ scum

phenomena" is a cognitive distortion whereby neurotic perfectionists see things in a

black/white polarity and are unable to recognize that there is middle ground. Since

it is impossible to be perfect, they wallow at the botrom of the specrrum. Ninery-

five or 997o of their goal is viewed as failure because it is not perfect. This

dichotomous thinking is detrimental to the dieter or to those who attempt to quit

drinking or smoking. The first lapse of their overly ambitious program means

failure and leads to bingeing.

Mental filter. Neurotic perfectionists with a "mental filter" pick out the

negatives in a situation and allow it to color their entire reality. Such is the case of

the woman who can see only the flaws in her waistline, but not the beauty in her

face.

Overgeneralization. Neurotic perfectionists see a mistake as a never- ending

pattern of defeat. "I'll never be able to stick to a diet".

Disqualifying the posirive. some perfectionists reject the positive by

insisting it doesn't count. If an obese individual loses ten pounds, he or she may

feel that it does not count, because it was not fifty pounds, or because it was just

expected.

11
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Jumping to conclusions. Other perfectionists a¡bitrarily assume that the

worst will happen, even if there is no evidence for it, and that others will depreciate

them for it. Students who are emotion aIIy paralyzed just before exams because they

fear failure are an example. They may attempt to withdraw from the course rather

than risk the imagined ridicule of others.

Magnification. Some perfectionists magnify the importance of their errors

and minimize their successes. We recognize here the students who are appalled at

89Vo on a test but underrate their peers' praises for good work.

Emotional reasoni ng.Neu¡otic perfectionists think that their negative

feelings are a reflection of reality: "I feel like a failure so I must be one-"

Labeling. Perfectionists see themselves as undesirable if they make a

mistake. "I made a mistake" becomes "I'm a loser".

Personalization. Neurotic perfectionists blame themselves for the problems

of their loved ones. Such are the children who may feel it is their fault if their

parents drink.

Hamachek and Burns have focused exclusively on self-oriented

perfectionism. Hewitr and Flett (i989) have atrempted to investigate the

interpersonal aspects of perfectionism as well as its inrapersonal component. They

have described three dimensions of perfectionism:

1 . S elf-oriented perfectionism;

2. Other-oriented perfectionism; and,

3. Socially-prescribed perfectionism.

L2
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The main difference between them is not behavior patterns as such, but emphasizes

the person to whom the perfectionist behavior is di¡ected, or to whom the

perfectioni st behavior is attributed.

S elf-orien ted p erfection is ts. S elf-orien ted perfectioni sts set u nrealistic goal s

for themselves, critically judging their own behaviors. This leads to self-

punishment and is related to anxiety, anorexia nervosa, bulimia, depression, low

self-regard, and personality disorders.

Other-oriented perfectionists. Other-oriented perfectionists have un¡ealistic

standards for others and strictly evaluate others' performance. This leads to other-

directed blame and feelings of hostility towards others. It also leads to interpersonal

frustrations such as marital and family problems.

Socially-prescribed perfectionists. Socially-presc¡ibed perfectionists believe

that significant others have unrealistic standards for them, evaluate them strictly,

and exertpressure on them to be perfect. They believe that others are focusing on

inevitable flaws in their behaviors. This leads to feelings of failure, anxiety, anger

and depression due to a perceived inability to please others. For socially-prescribed

perfectionists, there is greater fear of negative evaluation and greater stress on

obtaining the attention and avoiding the disapproval of orhers.

For the purposes of this study, I used the term "perfectionism" to mean

"neurotic perfectionism" and defined it as "learned behavior of reaching for

approval by setting unreachable goals." It is charactenzed by a " tyranny of

shoulds", "face-saving behaviors", procrastination, and depression as expressed in

"all-or- nothing" and self-depreciating statements and in an inability to accept the

reality that all humans make mistakes in spite of their positive traits.

T3
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Flett et 41.(1990) have demonstrated that perfectionism exists in children

from grades 3 to grade 6. One can hypothesize that if it is present at such a young

age, then it will also be present in adolescents. Few empirical studies exist to

support or disprove this view. Therefore, the first purpose of this study was to

investigate whether perfectionism exists in adolescents.

Past research indicatesthat95Vo of anorexics and bulimics are women

(Flall, Delahunt & Ellis 1985). Since perfectionism has been identified as an

important factor in these syndromes, one could predict a higher rate of

perfectionism in females.Several authors have addressed the issue of perfectionism

in women. In Perfect Daughters, sociologist, Robert Ackerman discusses

perfectionism as a mechanism that women have used over the years as part of their

personal survival in alcoholic homes. Woodman (1982,1985) takes a Jungian

approach to the issue of perfectionism in women, especially as it relates to eating

disorders.In Perfect Women, Dowling explores the role of perfectionism and its

role in eating disorders, work problems, and problems with intimacy. Hewitt

Mittelstaeds & Wollert's (1989) study of undergrads led them to conclude that there

were no differences in perfectionism between men and women. A second pu{pose

of this study was to investigate whether there was a difference between male an

female responses to perfectionism scales.

Virtually no research has been done in comparing private and public school

students responses on the dimension of perfectionism. A third purpose then was

to compare the incidence of perfectionism in private and public school students.

I4
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H)¡potheses

1. Evidence of perfectionism will be found among adolescents.

Z.The incidence of perfectionism will be greater in females than in their male

counterpafts.

3. Since private schools have a reputation for excellence,the incidence of

perfectionism will be greater in private schools than in public schools.

METTIOD

Subjects

In order to avoid introducing another variable, private schools whose

mandate is religious education were not included in the study. The only two private

schools left where religious education is not taught were chosen. The pubüc school

was randomly chosen in areas described in the 1986 census as high socio-economic

srarus because these were identif,red by the headmasters as their main catchment

areas. A total of 103 grade 9 students (52 boys, 51 girls) participated in the study.

Sixty-five students (33 boys, 32 girls) were students at two private schools where

parents must pay over $6000 a year for thei¡ child to attend and where children

must pass entrance exams to enrol.

School#l is an all-girl school with 456 students from K to t2. Of 25 grade

9 students, 7 girls are international sn¡dents associated with the professional

division of a major dance company. Twenty-three grade 9 girls from this school

participated in this study.

School #2 is divided into Lower School and Upper School. The l,ower

School is an all-boys school for K to 6 with a population of 308. The Upper School

15
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with grades 7 to 12 has a population of 381 students and grades 8 to 12 are co-ed.

There arc 12 students in grade 9 (55 boys, 13 girls). of these 16 (15 boys, 1 girl)

are international students and are boarders. Forty-nvo students from this school

participated in the study.

School #3 is a K to 9 schooi with 350 students. It is a public school in an

upper middle class section of the ciry where the study was conducted. All schools

were located in a western Canadian city with a population of approximately

500,000 people. Thirty-eight students (19 boys, 19 girls) participated in the study.

Students were permitted to participate once a parental consent form was

returned to the teacher. International students received consent from the headmaster

in thei¡ usual manner.

The point in the school year when the scale was administered was an

influential factor. It was thought that srudents may feel a greater drive to succeed

just prior to exams and report cards than at the beginning of a terrn. The scale was

administered mid-May which is neither the beginning nor the end of a term. It is

however, the time of the year where schools hold many activities such as concerts,

fashion shows, debating competitions, and track and field events. An informal

conversation with a staff member, indicated that consent forms had been required

for so many activities all at the same time and that many students simply had not

retumed their consent form for the study. This fact would explain the participation

rate of 42Vo inthe pubiic school and 60Vo in rhe private schools.

1.6
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Instrumentation

Ali students who had permission to do so were asked to complete the

following:

1. The Burns Perfectionism Scale (BPS).

2. The Children and Adolescents Perfectionism Scale (CAPS), which has

two sub-scales:

a.Self-Orienred Perfectionism (SO), and

b.Socially-Prescribed Perfectionism (SP) (see Appendix A).

The Burns Perfectionism Scale(BPS). This is a 10 - item scale to measure

neurotic perfectionism. Burns (1980; 1983) used it with highly successful

insurance agents and middle management sales executives to correlate income,

happiness, and perfectionism. Broday (1988) used it with 69 adults in the waiting

room of a family practice and found the internal consistency to be .76 with a mean

score of 17.16 and standard deviation of 6.4I.In another study with university

students Broday (1988) found a test-retest reliability of .74 and a Scree resr

showed one major factor emerged: "perfectionism". An eigenvalue of Z.9j

accounted for 5'7Vo of the common va¡iance and3j%o of the total variance. The

internal consistency was .73. Hewitt's (1982) study with college students showed a

test re-test coefficient of .63; and Burns' (1984) work with grad students showed a

test re-test value of .78. Hewitt, and Flett (1986) reported an internal consistency

coefficient alpha of .70 and Burns'(1984) item-alpha coefficienr was .78. Hewitt,

Mittelstaedt & Wollert's (1989) study of undergrads led them ro conclude that there

were no differences in perfectionism between men and women. These researchers
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agreed that the BPS is suitable for use in correlational studies. However, as of this

date, it has not been used with adolescents.

The Children and Adolescents Perfectionism Scale ICAPS) This is a 22-

item self- report measure of perfectionistic tendencies. Twelve items refer to Self-

Oriented Perfectionism (SO), and 10 items measure Socially-Prescribed

Perfectionism (SP).

In the SO section, subjects rate the extent of their agreement with such items

as "I try to be perfect in everything I do. " on a 5-point scale with " 1" representing

"false-not at all true of me" and "5" representing "very true of me". Scale items

were patterned after the items contained on the Self-Oriented subscale of the

Multidimensional Perfectionism scale (MPS) developed by Hewirt, Flett &

Holigrocki (1988) for use with adults. Adequate internal consistency for the MPS

was demonstrated for the Self-Oriented Perfectionism (alpha=.86), Other- Oriented

Perfectionism (alpha=.82), and Socially-Prescribed Perfecionism (alpha=.87).

Split-half reliabilities using odd versus even-numbered items equalled .86 for Self-

Oriented Perfectionism, .79 for Other-Oriented Perfectionism and .82 for Socialty-

Prescribed Perfectionism. These results suggesr that the MPS on which the

Children's Perfectionism Scale is based has adequate internal consistency.

In the SP section, subjects rate the extent of thei¡ agreement on 10 items

such as " The better I do, the better I am expected to do" on the same 5-point scale

used with the Self-Oriented Perfectionism items. In Flett, Hewitt and Davidson's

unpublished work with children from grades 3 to 6, both So and SP scales had

acceptable levels of internal consistency for research purposes: SO alpha=.77; Sp

alpha=.84. The authors are presently continuing the development of this scale.
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Readers a¡e cautioned that the CAPS is meant to be used as two different entiries,

not as just one scale. (SO=euestions 1, 3, 5,7,8, 10, 14, 16, IB, Z0, ZZ, 24.

Questions 10 and 20 arc reverse scores. gp=questions 4,6,9, 11, 13, 15, 17,Ig,

21,23. Question 4 is a reverse score. since the questionnaire was originally

designed, questions 2 and 12have been deleted by the authors of the scale ).

During a pilot study with 10 students there seemed to be some confusion

with the use of two different scales (-2 to +2, for the Bps, and 1 to 5, for the so

and SP) . Since both scales have 5 points, the scores on the BPS will be altered so

that -2 (I disagree strongly) becomes 1 (False - Not at all tn¡e of me); -1 (I disagree

slightly) becomes 2 (Mostly False);0 (I feel neuÍal about this) becomes 3 (Neither

True Nor False); +1 (I agree somewhat) becomes 4 (Mostly True); and. +2 (I agree

very much) becomes 5 ( Very True of Me).

An interview prepared by the researcher, and pretested with one student,

was used approximately two weeks after the completion of the scales to develop a

profile of the perfectionistic adolescent. The interview questions were open-ended

and based on the students' answers in the Self-Oriented, Perfectionism Scale (see

Appendix A).

Procedure

The headmasters, school districts and principals of the institurions were

contacted in person by the researcher for permission to proceed with the

investigation. A letter of permission was sent home with the sfudents and, returned

to the teacher (see Appendix B). All students who had permission to do so

completed the BPS, the SO, and the SP during class time. The classroom teacher

was invited to leave the room. Confidentiaiity was assured because each
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questionnaire was coded (ex. SJl) to indicate the schooi and student. The teacher

kept a record of the matching student names. The researcher did not have access to

the names, and the teacher did not have access to the students' answers. The

directions for administering the test were read aloud by the investigator and her

assistant.It took.approximately 10 minutes to complete all three questionnaires.

Each survey was scored by finding the mean for each of So, Sp, and Bps. The

scoring procedure used was different from that of Hewitt (Hewitt & Flen,i990),

who used the median as the dividing point to investigate the levels of perfectionism

by looking at group comparisons This study, however, investigated the incidence

of perfectionism by looking at individual means.

The two cut off points, 4 and 2 were selected to allow us to investigate the

characteristics of the students whose scores fell at the two exremes of the scales.

Two students in each goup: males, private school; males, public school; females,

private school; females, public school; who had a mean over 4 on the Self-Oriented

Scale, were randomly selected and interviewed individually, two weeks later. Two

students in each group: males, private school; males, public school; females, private

school; females, public school; who had a mean of two or less on the Self-Oriented

Scale, were also interviewed two weeks later. Each interview took approximately

30 minutes. The students' answers on the questions on the CAPS: #5:" I feel that I

have to do my best all the time."; #7; " r always try for the top score on a test"; and

#22: "Even when I pass, I feel that I have failed if I didn't get one of the highest

ma¡ks in the class" were explored during the interview.
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RESI.ILTS

Hypothesis I. Adolescents will score highly on the perfectionism scales.

Insert Table 1 about here

The scores could range from I to 5. Frequency counts indicated that 4lTo of

the females from the private schools had a mean of 4 or over. In the public school

167o of the girls had a mean of 4 or over. Sixteen percent of the boys from the

public school had a mean of 4 or over, while 9Vo of the boys in the private school

had a mean of 4 or over in the Self-Oriented test. (see Appendix C). The

hypothesis was supported.

Hypothesis [I. The incidence of perfectionism will be greater in female

adolescents than in their male counterparts.

Insert Table 2 about here

A chi-square test comparing the male and female students in each of the

Perfectionism Scales with alpha set at .05, generated the following results:

Signif,rcant differences were found in Setf-Oriented and Socially Prescribed

Perfectionism, but the difference in the Burns Perfectionism Scale was statistically

nonsignif,rcant.
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Self-Oriented (SO) Perfectioni sm: çXZ ç2df)= 6. 0 3 ; B=. 0 1 4 ) .

Socially-Prescribed (SP) Perfectionism: (X2 ( ldÐ =.253; p= .039 ).

Burns Perfectionism Scale (BPS): (X2 QdÐ =2.314: p=.IZ)

Hypothesis II was supported (see Appendix C).

ry$.Theincidenceofperfectionismwillbegreaterinprivate
school students than in public school students.

A one-tailed chi-square test comparing the private and the public schooi

students in each of the Perfectionism Scales with the alpha set at .05 generated the

following results:

Statistically nonsignificant differences were found in the Self-Oriented and

the Socially-Prescribed Scales, but the difference on the Burns Perfectionism Scaie

was found to be statistically significant.

Self-Oriented (SO) Perfectionism: (X2 ( ldf)= l.IIZ; y=.292).

Socially-Prescribed (SP) Perfectionism: (X2 ltaf¡= .253: p=.615).

Burns Perfectionism Scale (BPS): (X2 çat¡= 5.449; B.=.02).

Hypothesis III was not supporred. (see Teble 2, Appendix C).

Interview Results

All students have been given a pseudonym.

Private school. male perfectionist.

Student 1. Andy was a male perfectionist from a private school. He spoke

easily of how he felt "obligated" to do his best, especially in his weaker subjects.

However, he added that at "other times I just want to get it done and over with".

He felt that nonacademic acrivities were for fun and that making mistakes in them
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was all right. He said that he tried for the top score on tests, and when he did not

attain it, he analyzed his mistakes to avoid repeating them. Andy noted that he

became angry with himself if he made "stupid mistakes" that could have been

avoided. He thought that his anger was strictly internal and he felt that he could

not discuss his feelings with anyone. He felt he should have achieved the highest

score in the subjects in which he excelled. He explained that not getting the highest

score was not actually failing but it was "sort of like faiiing" if he had made "dumb"

mistakes.

Student 2. Billy was a male perfectionist from a private school. He stated

that he tried to do his best on everything but that he placed more emphasis on

school and on playing baseball. He emphasized, however, that "I ûry hard, not

because I have to, but because I want to. Here I mean I want to try my best." Billy

stressed the word "WANT". He felt his drive came from his parents' attitude

towards hard work. They have been role models for him. A pass for him was at

least 85 and was closely related to his self-concepr. "Gefting 85 helps my

perception of myself. If I rry hard, I feel better about myself. I like competition. I

rry to be better than the other guy." If Biliy achieved a good mark which was lower

than he expected, he felt disappointed. "If I tried really hard and yet I don't do so

well then I guess I try to find out what's wrong with me." The mark was a

reflection of him, not of the test. If he received a bad mark, he felt he couid talk to

his parents; but if it was a mark that others considered to be good, he felt he needed

to keep his disappointment to himself: "I'll keep it to myself...They don't need me

to give a list of sappy stories. I got a 93 -I should have a 99."
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Public school. male perfectionist.

Student 3. Charles was a male perfectionist from a public school. He had

not been a very good student until this year when he became self-motivated. He

was now achieving 80's and 90's, even in the subjects he disliked. He seemed to

have thought about motivation and to have sorted out what was important to him.

He knew that he did not always do his best and he did not feel that he needed to

because "My parents love me even if I don't do my best." He was proud of the fact

that he was achieving good grades on his own this year. His goai was to be a

plastic surgeon, and he wanted to be wealthy. He wanted to feel a sense of

accomplishment and felt that being wealthy would give him this. Charles felt that

he had to do his best only in schoolwork that would help him achieve his wealth.

He felt that things like Shakespeare wouldn't help him, therefore he did not feel that

it was necessary to work at it. Nor did he feel he needed to try his best at

extracurricular activities because they wouldn't increase his average. He seemed

surprised at the question, 'I always try for the top score on a test.' "If I feel I've

worked, yeah, I try to get the top mark. Otherwise I wouldn't bother studying."

Once he had achieved it, he just carried on. "Like, that top's nice, but there are still

other things to be done. You have to try to keep it up." If he did achieve a good

mark, but it wasn't as high as what he had hoped, he felt "kinda down for a while",

but it motivated him to try even harder. Cha¡les felt he could nor ralk to his friends

or his parents about his disappointment because they would just tell him it was a

good mark. "I don't let it get ro me so much that I kick the cat. I just walk away

from it. I don't....I act calm." The teachers, he felt, didn't notice. No one else put

pressure on him to achieve; the drive was internal.
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Student 4. Don was a male perfectionist from a public school. He said that

academically, he liked to compete with all the others. That's how he had been

brought up. Sports, however, were just for fun. He felt that the drive to compete

came from his elemenury experience where teachers encouraged competition

between strong students. He did not feei that competition came from home, because

his brothers were not competitive. Still, he hated to lose a game to his brother. He

stated that he liked to be in the top five of the class . When he did not achieve that

goal, he did not talk about it , but he told himself that he had to try harder. For

Don, as for many of the other perfectionists, marks were closely associated to his

self-concept: "I don't feel good about myself if I don't get a good mark. I really

want to do my best." He realized that there were a lot of people that were smarter

than he was at some things and he did not seem to be frustrated at the thought that

he could not be good at everything.

Private school. female perfectionist

Student 5. Ellie was a female perfectionist from a private school. She

explained that she pushed herself in school, in sports, in music, at everything. She

felt that her best was better than a lot of people's best . She had been told, and had

accepted that she supposedly had the ability to do better than others. That was why

Ellie pushed herself. During her first year at the private school, Ellie had had a very

difficult time adjusting. "until Christrnas I lost a lot of weight and I was always

crying and I couldn't....I wasn't happy...." She had found it very difficult to

adjust to a different group of friends. Not doing well would have been devastating

for her: "If I do badly in school, if I failed a test, like, that would just be the end of
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me. I don't think I would handle that well. 'Cause I don't fail. I mean I don'r

expect myself to." Her own self-perception would not allow her to even consider

failing in school. If Ellie felt she couldn't be better than others at certain acrivities

(like sports), she just stayed away from them, except when she absolutely had to do

them in gym class. Because others were better than she was in Art, next year she

was not going to take it. Although no one had. said anything about it, she felt her art

was the "worst one in the class". She always tried for the top score. She explained

that : "I have this rule in me that says I HAVE to be good. Everyone else comes to

me for help so if I'm not then why do they come to me for help...I really have to

(be good)." She had always had this drive. It had been instilled in her at a young

age by her mother's having given her a head stfi"t in reading before she had started

to go to school . She also expressed a desire to be a role model for her sister who

was also very talented. She wanted to become a teacher, but her father insisted that

she should do better than that. The image that she had about the private school she

attended was that you had to go on to become really outstanding citizens, so that

was what she wanted to do. Ellie felt unhappy if she didn't get one of the top

marks. If that happened, she said she just studied all the time. Although the drive ro

achieve seemed to be internal, she added that: "Teachers push you a iot here." Her

parents had also told her that school is her job now. She was also motivated by the

fact that she had a sister who was a high school dropout, who was on welfare. She

did not want to be like her, but rather wished to be like her parents and accomplish

something with her life. She expressed a concern about being compulsive, and

admined that pushing herself was "not totally enjoyable"
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Student 6. Fiona was a female perfectionist from a private school She had

just returned from a national debating competition where she placed fourth overall,

although she was two or three years younger than all the other competitors. She

tried hard on most things, but she claimed that she did not try as hard on subjects in

which she excelled. Her self-perception was closely associated with her drive.

"When I put a lot of effort in something I feel better about myself." She did not feel

that her parents pressured her overtly, yet she sensed subtle pressure to achieve.

Fiona believed that most of her d¡ive was internal. She expressed it as: " it's sort of

an inner thing that you worry about what will happen." She insisted that the

pressure to achieve at the competition a¡d in school came from herself because she

liked to do well. She admitted that her expectations were higher than that of any of

the adults in her life. Because she always had done weli she contended that not

succeeding "seems so much more serious than it really is." When she was asked

what would happen if she did not get the top score, she answered that she would be

upset, but she added: "That's never really happened to me." She explained that for

every big exam or big test she made sure that she knew everything. She expressed

concern about keeping school marks very high. She did nor feel that she could talk

to her friends about a mark that she felt was lower than she desewed. She did nor

think it was necessary to flaunt it or to be upset openly. She simply tried to see

where she had gone wrong, and correct that. Fiona was aware that others called her

a perfectionist. It was her opinion that "....I wouldn't call myself and excessive

perfectionist....I try to do things that I can do well because I like that feeling.

Sometimes I have trouble understanding why people don't try hard. Some people

just let things go by and say 'oh well, I don't care about this. It doesn't matter to
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me.' some say 'I got 60vo or707o,but from my point of view that means you got

30Vo or 40Vo wronS. I consider that a waste...."

Srudent 7. Gerrie was a female perfectionist who was a resident of a

private school and a student of the professional division of the local major dance

company. In school she did not always try her best, but in ballet she did because it

gave her great satisfaction. She felt that she had always been like that. Her self-

concept seemed to be closely associated to her achievement: " I feel better if I've

done the best. The top score means you're the top in the classroom." For her, a

good score was in the 90's. If she did not achieve thar rop score, she did not think

that she would "take it to extremes or anything", but she would definitely not be

satisfied. She did not feel that she could tell anyone that she was dissatisfied with

herself. Usually if she received an 80, she felt she deserved it and needed to work

harder. In ballet if someone else was awarded the chosen part, she would get

upset. The students did not talk about it, because they all felt disappointed. The

"perfect ballet body" for her was thin with long legs , long hands, and a nice face.

Gerrie recognized that there existed a problem with anorexia in her batlet class. She

felt the pressure came from the ballet community. So she dieted seriously. She did

not really know when she would be thin enough, but at the time of the interview,

she weighed 95 pounds and her goal weighr was 90 pounds She was 5 ft.4

inches. She insisted that she would recognize anorexia in her friends.

Public school.female perfectionist

student 8. Heidi was a female perfectionisr ftom a public school. This

student had been in a "gifted and talented program" in the school where she had

previously attended. She had been'challenged'by being aliowed to work at rhe
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Math and Spelling of higher grades. She said that she pushed herself because she

liked to be on the honor roll. It gave her a sense of accomplishmenr. She realized

that she could not always do her very best, because sometimes she just had" too

much to do, or because she's "had it up to here with stuff". when she found

herself making a mistake she became " ticked offl' at herself. If it had happened in

baseball, she would tag the other team members a little harder. Heidi would yell at

herself internally: "You should have done better. You should have been able to do

that." In school she found that she would argue with the teacher for an extra ma¡k.

Her friends did not understand when she was disappointed with a perfectly good,

mark. Therefore, she had no one to validate her feelings of disappointment. Heidi

asserted that the teachers always expected her to do bener. Her parents would then

remind her to do her homework, a fact that she resented because she felt that she

could be responsible to raise her own marks. Heidi felt upset with herself if she had

947o and someone else had 97Vo. Someone else's success seemed to diminish her

own, and she felt that she should have done better. She believed that the drive to

achieve came from her elementary experience in the "gifted" program. Even when

she was doing advanced work she still felt she should have the top marks.

Although she expressed some displeasure about her elementary experience, she

insisted that she felt comfortable with her high expectations.

Private school. male nonperfectionist

Srudent 9. Ian was a male nonperfectionist, private school resident. His

grades were not adequate and he risked being asked not to return to this school. He

found he studied more in the private school than the public school. Srill, he thought

that his inability to settle down and get to work was the reason for his failure to
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achieve. He did not feel he needed to do the best he could. " f don't think I have to

do the best I can just to impress someone; I should just be able to impress myself

and I do, just be doing it. Even if I don't do good in it. So it really doesn'r matter

to me if I'm the best or one of the best." Both in academic and in nonacademic

subjects, it didn't matter if he came in last. He emphasized the fact that he did not

compare himself to others and that how he felt about himself was the most

important thing. "How I feel inside is the important thing....I'd like to be better

than I am but it's o.K. that others are better than me." All he hoped for in both

academic tests and in nonacademic tests was a passing mark. He did not feel that it

was necessa-ry to be successful in school tests "because there will be other tests and

I can just do better on other tests." He voiced the opinion that school tests were

not motivating, because all you get are good grades. He expressed a feeling of

anger about his inabiliry to convince his peers that he really was trying in school.

" It makes me feel bad inside but I don't really show it. Kids here think, 'He

doesn't lry', but I feel inside me that I do, and I still can't do it." In spite of this, he

still wanted to come back to this school, or to another private school where "things

are more calm".

student 10. John was a male, nonperfectionist student from a private

school. He had found the public schools boring because he felt he " knew pretry

well everything that they had." He had found it difficult ro "get along really well

with a lot of the people". He insisted that the teachers were superior in the private

school, and that he "sort of fit better in this population." His mood determined how

well he tried in school: "Sometimes, often, I feel it's good enough. I can't manage

t o do any better. sometimes, probably when I'm in a better mood, I'll say, 'No, I
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can do better'." when he played the piano, however, his response was the

opposite. "when I'm exhausted, I tend to play better. I don't know why but it's

sort of like an outlet." John tried for the top score only in the subjects that he

knew he could do well, and only if he felt like it. Otherwise he just tried improve

his own score. His average mark was in the 90's. If he achieved 90 on an easy test

he would probably be disappointed and he'd probably play the piano (his outlet)

harder. A lot depended on which subject the test was in. Although he would be

disappointed because he had made stupid "mistakes", he would not get "real

down" on himself. He would know he could do better.

Public school. male nonperfectionist

srudent 11. Kyle was a male, nonperfectionist studenr from a public

school. He expressed the opinion that it was not always important to do one's best:

"If it's something that isn't important for me, I wouldn't try as hard." He rried hard

for final exams but that's all. Kyle voiced the opinion that in sports and other extra-

curricular activities,"It's O.K. not to do your best". He felt comfortable just being

average both in school and out of school. He maintained that as far as he knew

he had always been this way.

Student 12. Leo was a male, nonperfectionist student from a public

school. He expressed an ability to select activities which were meaningful enough

to him to warrant his working hard on them. " School and sports are worth doing

your best, but other things like cleaning your room are not important to be best."

He knew that other kids in his class were more capable than he was, so he just tried

to be average: " ...other kids in my class are smarter so I try to get in where I know

I can get in. But I don't try for 90's and stuff 'cause I just can't..." It didn't bother
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him if others succeeded bener than he did. In hockey, he would have liked to be the

top player, but just being on the team was sufficient.

Private school. female nonperfectionist

Student 13. Ma¡ie was a female, nonperfectionist resident of a private

school and a member of the general division of a local major dance company. She

was able to discriminate which activities were important enough for her to do her

best. She explained that she rried to do her best, but not all the time." I don't spend

my time studying mosr of the time.....I like dancing. I rry to do my best in dancing

all the time." She felt that she did not take things as seriously as some others. Marie

noted that it was important for her to do her best in sports and in ballet because she

enjoyed them. She insisted that she did not compare herself to orhers: " I try to do

what is good for me, but I don't try for what is good for somebody else. I don't

compare myself against somebody else. ...I don't try to be like other people. I try

to be myself." Although her average was in the high 80's she did not dwell on her

marks.

Student 14. Nancy was a female nonperfectionist resident of a private

school and a student of the professional division of a local major dance company.

In ballet she worked ha¡d all the time, because "It feels good in ballet to work hard

and get results. " In spite of the fact that her average was around 85, she did not

feel the need to work hard all the time because " In school there's always the next

test, the next day. In ballet ifs NOW, do it for the NOVy'". She was very

competitive in ballet but not in school. "...I've never been the best in school and it's

not important for me to be the best. In ballet it is important to me." If she was not

successful she felt she had no one to talk to about her feelings:"...sometimes I feel
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that if I say to someone that I felt I deserved the best parr...that has happened...then

I feel I'm being conceited. So I don't really like to talk about it that much when I

don't get parts. I let it blow over and pretend it's just normal." She recognized, that

in her ballet class there was a lot of jealousy and competition. She expressed a

desire for the "perfect ballet body": very thin, tall and strong. She was aware of the

incident of anorexia among ballerinas and knew girls who were heavily involved in

it. She did not think that she could be anorexic. Still, she explained that " Since I'm

a dancer I feel that I always watch my weight a lot. I'm always concemed. I'm

always trying to get thinner. And that's important to me. I know I could starve

half to death for a perfect ballet body." She quickly assured me that she was not

bulimic, but that she thought that bulimia was more her style, than voluntary

starvation. She felt the drive for anorexia was just being desperate to ger a thin

body quickly. she wanted to be a'healthy rhin', as opposed to'sick thin'.

Student 15. Paula was a female nonperfectionist resident student from a

private school and a student of the professional division of the local major dance

company. She felt that it was important to try to do one's best, but if one didn't try

hard it was perfectly acceptable: "If you don't do well at it sometimes it doesn't

matter." Even in ballet she felt she knew that she could not be the best and

expressed the idea that it is more important to enjoy what one is doing: "Basically,

I think it's important to try things and to do well for yourself not for other people

and it's not important to be the best at everything. It's just importanr to enjoy what

you're doing."
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Public school. female nonperfectionist

Student 16. Rita was a female nonperfectionist student from a public

school. Mood seemed to determine if she tried her best at something."I feel if I can

do my best, I'm gonna do my best, but if I can't it's O.K." She felt satisfied with a

passing mark and did not feel the need to compete with the othei students in her

class. She asserted that " I don't think that it's necessary to have the highest score

because I don't think you have to have the top score to be good. you can have

other scores and still be good."

Student 17. Sarah was a female, nonperfectionist student from a public

school. She felt that if she could get a good mark (A's or B's) without trying then

she would do just the minimum amount of work: "If I can do weil just not pushing

myself really really hard, then I'll just do what I have to to ger a good ma¡k. If I

can get an 80 then I'll just study what I have to, the notes I have to to get a good

mark." She recognized that she was weaker in Math than in some of her other

subjects, and therefore accepted that her marks would be lower in this subject. "I

try to do the best I can"; if she achieved the top score, that was fine; if she did nor,

it really did not matter. she was not competitive: " I don't compare myself to the

others except to my one friend. She always does really well. I really don't care as

long as I get a good mark."

DISCUSSION

Limitations

Caution must be exercised in interpreting this study because of the small

sample size and the specialized population. Because only students from higher

socio-economic staius have been used, this stuciy cannot be generalized to stucients
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of other economic stations nor to children of other ages. The presence of

professional dance students in the private schools may have affected the results.

Not all cultures view perfectionism from the same aspect as the Vy'estern

nations. In countries where perfection is not valued, the d¡ive may not exist. An

informal conversation with one of the headmasters suggested that, for people of

different culrures who have risen f¡om abject poverry in thei¡ country to a

significant social position in our country, perfectionism may have a significant

impact.

Additionally, as with all measurement instruments, the scales themselves

have limitations. Respondents may be confused by negative question férmat, and

by occasional indirect vague questions such as the ones that begin with'Other

people...'."The more general the question, the wider the range of interpretations it

may be given. By contrast, wording that is specific and concrete is more apt to

communicate uniform meaning."(converse & Presser, 1986, p.31).Also, the

scales were not scored in the same way as do the authors who use the median-

related statistics.

Based on the interviews, the following characteristics of perfectionists and

nonperfectionists were enumerated:

Characteristics of Perfectionists

1. self-perception associated with external approval such as marks.

2. Expectations are higher than that of significant persons in their lives.

3. Avoid activities where they will nor be the best.

4. Self-critical.
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5. Not doing well results in disappointment which motivates even more

work.

6. Do not have anyone with whom they can validate their true feelings of

disappointrnent.

7. Internally driven by a need for accomplishment.

8. Sense subtle pressure from the adults in their lives.

9. Do not understand nonperfectionists.

10. Males more than females, participated in non-academic activities for

fun.

Characteristics of Nonperfectionists

1. Comfortable with being average.

2. Participate in activiries for enjoyment.

3. Do not dwell on mistakes.

4. Accept limitations.

5. Selective in acrivities in which they will rry their besr.

The differences between private school and public schooi students were

statistically nonsignificant on both the Self-Oriented and Socially-Prescribed

scales. However, in the Burns'Perfectionism scale the comparison was

significant. The differences between males and females were significant in both the

SO and SP, but not in the BPS. The fact that the results are dissimilar suggests

that the BPS, which is known to measure neurotic perfectionism, does not meas1¡¡e

the same constructs as do the SO and the SP. Perhaps further investigation is
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required to see if these measure healthy perfectionism as well as neurotic

perfectionism and to establish a distinction between the two.

Perfectionists suggested that their self-concept was closely attached to

doing well, especially in school : "Getting 85 helps my perceprion of myself. If I

try hard, I feei better about myself." Some perfectionists felt that they pushed.

themselves at everything: school, music, sports; and that if they did not succeed it

would be devastating: " If I do badly in school, if I failed a test, like, that would

just be the end of me. I don't think I would handle that well. 'Cause I don't fail. I

mean I don't expect myself to." One male perfectionist expressed it differently: " IT

I tried really hard and yer I don't do so well, then I guess I try to find out whar's

wrong with me." This focus on external approval instead of internal self-image has

been identif,red in much of the literature on perfectionism (Acketïnan, 1989; Burns,

1980, 1983; Hamachek, 1978), but especially in the literature on anorexia

(Byers,1989; Hall , Delahunr & Ellis, 1985; LeBourillier, 1987; Rumney, 19g3;

woodman, 1982) and on adult children of alcoholics (Black, 1981; wegscheider,

198 1; Woititz, 1985; Woodman, 1982).

One female perfectionist indicated that if she perceived that she was not

good at some activities, irregardless of whether her perception was founded or not,

she would stay away from those activities. She had to be at the top, or she would

not participate. This is an example of "face-saving behavior" described by

Hamachek (1978).

Because they virtually always do well, not doing as welr as rhey expecr

"seems so much more serious than it really is." as one young perfectionist

commented These comments seem to supporr Hewitt and Dyck's (19g6) study
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which suggested that perfectionistic individuals seem to suffer grearer depression

when faced with difficult life situations. Based on their study, one can also

question whether perfectionistic attitudes may be used to predict severity of

depression in adolescenrs as it did in innoductory psychology srudents.

unlike the adult studies ( Flen & Hewin,1989; Flett,Hewitt & Davidson,

1990; Hewitt & Flett,1990), there was a statistically significant difference berween

the male and the female students in this study (see Table l,Appendix C). A closer

look at the students in the private schools confirmed this difference. A chi-square

test comparing the male and the female students of the private school resulted in a

statistically significant difference: (X2 QdÐ=8.706; p=.003). One interpolation

may point to female ballet students to account for this difference; however, not all

the ballet studenrs were found to be perfectionists. It may be that during

adolescence, girls are more susceptible to perfectionism as they develop their own

identity. This could be a viable conclusion if there had been no differences between

the girls in the public school and in the private school. A closer look at the

population of girls in both the private and the public school using a one-tailed Z-

test with the alpha set ar .05, resulted in a statistically significanr finding:

(Z=2.375; Z>.164). This suggests that there are other variables in the population of

private school girls which affect the results. One interpretation may point to female

ballet students to account for this difference. However, the ballet students were not

perfectionists. Further study of this population seems to be warranted.

Although many adolescents expressed the need to be perfectionists in all

aspects of their life, others were more selective. Males in this sample felt obligated

to do their best only in academics; nonacademic acivities were for fun. This
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characteristic has not been related in the the literanre and may explain some of the

difference that was found between the male and the female students. Some girls felt

a strong drive to achieve a perfect ballet body and a perfect ballet performance, but

not necessariiy to achieve in academics.

Atl perfectionists expressed that they were internally d¡iven: "I try hard, not

because I have to, but because I WANT to." Several students felt their drive came

from their patents' role modelling, others felt that the pressure from their parents

was subtle. One student said that she pushed herself because being on the honor

roll gave her a sense of accomplishment. She had previously been in a "gifted and

talented" program and she felt that her internal drive came f¡om her elementary

teachers "challenging" her to work two grades ahead in math and. spelling. She

often lives by 'shoulds' and " yells at herself internally" when she makes a mistake:

"You should have done better. You should have been able to do that." This internal

drive lends support to the definition of the perfectionistic adult as expressed by

Burns (1980,1983) and Hamachek (1978). This suggests that this internal drive

exists long before the perfectionists become adults. Further study with even

younger children may shed some more light on this personality characteristic.

None of the perfectionists felt that they had anyone to talk to who would

accept their true feelings. There has been no mention of this characteristic in the

literature. If they received what everyone considered a bad mark, they could usually

talk to their parents or teachers; but if they received what others considered a good

ma.rk, but they were disappointed with it, perfectionists did not feel they could

discuss their true feelings. "I'll keep it to myself....They don't need me to give a

list of sappy stories: I got 93 - I should have a 99."
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Both perfectionist and nonperfectionist students associated with the

professional ballet school were aware of the possibility of anorexia in their friends,

but only the perfectionist said she dieted strictly. She was unsure when she would

be satisfied with her body, but at the time of the interview, she weighed 95 pounds

and her goal weight was 90 pounds. she was 5 ft.4 inches tall. This suggesrs a

possible risk of anorexia. This finding supports work done in rhe field of eating

disorders, including that of Byers (1989).

One female perfectionist expressed a hint of other-oriented pedectionism:

"...I wouldn't call myself an excessive perfectionist... I try to do things that I can

do well because I like that feeling. Sometimes I have rrouble understanäing why

people don't try hard. some people just let things go by and say 'oh well I don't

care about this. It doesn't matter to me.' Some say ' I got 60vo or 70vo, but from

my point of view that means you got 30vo or 40vo wrong....I consider that a

wastg.... "

Nonperfectionists did not express a d¡ive for achievement that their

perfectionist peers indicated. They did not feel that they had to impress anyone.

"How I feel inside is the important thing." Repeatedly they indicated that in school

there was always another test, so it was not necessary to do weil all the time.

Frequently their mood decided whether they would work ha¡d or not. The

nonperfectionists who were interviewed were doing well in school, but they

worked because they enjoyed what they were doing. Even the students who danced

ballet did so because they enjoyed it. They did not compare themselves to other

students: "I try to do what's good for me, but I don't try for what is good for

somebody else....I don't try to be like other people. I try to be myself." The
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overwhelming message was that they were aware that they couldn't be the best all

the time and that they felt comfortable being average."If I pass I'm happy." " I

don't think you have to have the top score to be good. You can have other scores

and still be good."

When they did not achieve their goal they did not dwell on their mistakes,

they just kept on going. one student expressed it this way: "Marks a¡e o.K.; let's

keep them looking good, but, like, life goes on."

The adolescents interviewed in this study expressed some of the

cha¡acteristics identified by Hamachek (1978), Burns (1983) and Hewitt and Flett

(1989,1990).

Labeling."The perfecrionist sees himself as inherentry defective - an

undesirable" (Burns,1983). One student expressed it this way: "If I tried really hard

and yet I don't do so well, then I guess I try to find out what's wrong with me.,'He

does not see the problem in the subject, or even in the test per se. He sees it as a

problem with himself.

T)¡rann]¡ of shoulds. (Burns, 1983; Hamachek,1978;Horney, 1950) .

Perfectionists repeatedly said that they'get mad'and yell at themselves internally:

"You should have done better. You should have been able to do that." Another

student expressed it differently: I have this rule in me that says I FIAVE to be

good."

Depression. Repeatedly, perfectionists indicated that they "get down" when

their marks were lower than expected: "If I do badly in school, if I failed a test,

Iike, that would just be the end of me. I don't think I would handle that well." Not

succeeding "seems so much more serious than it really is."
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Face-saving behavior.They avoid situations that would make them feel

foolish in front of others. Student 6 indicated that she will not take Art nexr year

because she feels the others will "all be really reaily good at it and, Iike, mine will

be the worst in the class and I don't want that to happen."

self-depreciation. Although no one has said anything about it, student 6

feels her art is the "worst in the class" and Student 7 was the only one who was

disappointed in her accomplishment at the competition.

The perfectionist adolescents also expressed the multidimensions of

perfectionism identified by Hewitt and Flett (1989).

Self-oriented perfectionism. "Most of the drive is internal...Mostly that

anxiety came from myself."

Socially-orescribed nerfectionism. Many students felt that the drive came

from their parents, usually in a subtle manner, and from their elementary teachers'

expectations.

Other-oriented perfectionism. "Sometimes I have trouble understanding

why people don't try hard. some people just let things go by and say 'oh weil,I

don't care about this. It doesn't matter to me. some say:'I got 60vo or 70To,but

from my point of view that means you got 307o or 40Vo wrong...I consider that a

wastg... "

Hamachek (1978) distinguished between healthy and perfectionists who

were able establish parameters for their perfectionism, and neu¡otic perfectionists

who were not able to do so. The perfectionists in this study seemed to be able to

select activities that warranted striving for excellence, and which ones did nor. îhi,
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seemed to indicate that these instruments do not distinguish berween healthy and

neurotic perfectionism.

Conclusion

Perfectionist students suggested that they reiy on external expectations and

overt achievement to provide a sense of self-identity. It is the role of the adolescent

to master the challenges of maturation. During this time they develop a sense of

identity based on emerging values, emotions and needs. They practice a wide range

of behaviors in search of the ones that best respond to their own needs. The role of

the school is to provide a framework for self-worth and the development of

assertiveness skills. Teachers and school counsellors need to be educated on the

prevalence and symptoms of perfectionism in order to avoid inadvertently

magnifying the students' stn-rggles with perfectionism. They need ro be aware of

the link of perfectionism with anorexia and with depression, both of which are

problems associated with adolescence. These students need the teachers' help in

understanding their limitations, and in accepting them. In life, not only is total

perfection impossible, but the cost to those who seek it is high. Teachers need to

acknowledge and validate the feelings of failure that students express, even if they

do not view the students' experience as failure. It is not likely that perfectionists

will get the affective support from peers when they get 93Vo and feel like they have

failed.

Educators may also need to re-evaluate the goals of their progmms for the

gifted and talented to stress personal gowth and the development of self-worth

rather than achievement per se.
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Teachers also need to recognize if they themselves are perfectionists, and

how this trait affects the students in their classes. Freudenberger and Richelson

(1980) investigated the phenomena known as burn-out. It affects comperent,

successful persons who are dedicated to their work.and tend to leave little time or

energy for thei¡ personal lives. Devoted teachers - teachers who are demanding of

their own selves and of their students - may be susceptible to this problem.

Research into the role of perfectionism in this rapidly - spreading syndrome may

suggest ways of avoiding its consequences.

Perfectionism is a construct that needs to be investigated to examine its

impact on one's life. Research should explore family and school dynamics that

increase perfectionism. There seems to be a fine line between healthy perfectionism

and neurotic perfectionism. Investigators need to examine what influences affect the

change from healthy excellence to neurotic perfectionism. Resea¡ch is needed to

develop an instrument that isolates the two. We have identified perfectionism in

children, but research is needed to identify age-related differences, if any exist. A

longitudinal study may shed some light on rhe development of this personality

characteristic.
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APPENDIX A INSTRUMENTATION



TT{E CFTILDRHI¡'S PM.FEgfIß¡ISM SCåLE

Below you wltl flrd sone sentences. - kfore you read each sentence, we would llke somematlon about you ard your backgrourd. preasË answer the folrowlng questlor¡s:
1. Wtnt is your ruanue?

æ*rdgq

2. Are you a boy or a girl? (Clrcle one)

BOY GIRL

3. How old are you?

years old

{. What grade are you in right now?

grade

t; rn the s[Ece Þlovr, list any brothers or sisters you have ard how old they are.

Brother./Sister Aæ

Thank you" you are now ready to begin.



2

Th¡is is a cbnce to fi¡d out abut yourself. It ls not a test. There are no right
rs ard everyone sill have different answers. Be sure that your answers show how you
lly are. Please do not talk about )rour anstrers with anyone e1se. We will keep your
rs priwate ard not show then to anyone.

When you are ready to hgin, read each sentence arxi pick your arìswer by clrcllng a
r fron rrlrr to rr5¡r. The flr¡e possible ansvers for each sentence are listed below:

1. False -- Not at all true of ne
2. Most1y False
3. Neither lrue Nor False
4" Most1y ltue
5. Very Ï?ue of I.€

For exanple, if you were given the sentence t?I like to read comic bookstt" you would
,e a r'5t¡ lf this is very true of you. If you were glven the sentence ttl llke to keep
oln neðt ard tidy¡t, )fcu would clrcle a t¡1fi lf thls was false ard not at all true of

You are now ready to begin. Please Þ sure to ar¡sær all of the.sentenc€s.

I try to Þ perfect in every thing I do

The better f do, the better I am ex¡ncted to do

I want to Þ the þst at every thing I do

My ¡nrents donrt alwalæ expect n¡e to Þ perfect in
every thing I do

I feel that I have to do rny best all the tinue

There are people in my life who expect rne to be ¡nrfect
I always try for the top score on a test

It really bothers n¡e if I donrt do rny best all the tinue

My fanlÌy ex¡ects ræ to b ¡rerfect

I dontt always try to be the best

People ex¡ect more fron me than I a¡n able to give

I get mad at myself when I make a mlstake

ûther ¡nople thlnk I tnve falled if I do not do ny
rrayrr L^-l- -'l 1 LL^ Lt-^YçrJ l_¡cè?, qr¿ u¡tE Ll¡tE

I alwa¡æ try to k as ¡nrfect as I can

L2345

L2345

L2345

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

L2345

12345



l. F.alse -- Slot at alt true of rre2. Mostly False
3. Nelther T?ue Nor False
4" Mostly Î?ue
5" Very True of b@

)Lher ¡eople alw¡rs ex¡ect u¡e to b ¡erfect
I get upset If there is even one mistake ln my work

?eople arourd nte ex¡nct rle to be great at every thing

Chen I do sorething, tt has to b perfect

"ly teachers ex¡æct ny work to Þ perfect

I do not have to Þ the Þst at every thing I do

i am alwa¡æ expcted to do btter than others

lven when r ¡rass, r feer thnt r have faii-ed if r didnrt
¡et one of the highest mrks in the cLass

I feeÌ that pople ask too much of ne

. canrt stard to be less than ¡nrfect

1

I

1

1

1

I

1

1

2345

234s

2345

2345

2345
2345

2345

2345

L2345

12345



T'ËåE PER,F'ECT'ãONTSM SC^AS,E

Decide how much you agree with each s&atement o the following cde:
l. False -- Not at all true of re
2. Mostly False

3. Neither True Nor False

4. Mostly True

5. Very True of Me

Circle the number that best describes how you think most of the tiræ. Be

sure to choose only one answer for each anitude. There are No "right" or "wrong"
answers, so try to respond according to the way you usually feel and behave.

1. Ef K don't set the highest standards 3. Z 3 4 s
f,or myself,I am likely to end up
a second-nate person.

2" Feople wilt probably think less of 3. Z S & s
rne íf I r¡rake a mistake.

3. Xf I cannot do sornething realty well 3. Z g & s
there is little point in doing üÉ at al[.

4. X should be upset if X make a 3. Z S q s
m istalc e "

5. Hf E try hard enough, H shor¡ld he 3. Z 3 d s
able to excel at anything X attempt.

6. ãt ñs shameful for me fo display I Z g 4 s
weaknesses or foolÍsh hehavior.

7. I shouldn't have to repeat ûlre sarne I Z g 4 s
rnistake many tin¡aes.

E. A.n average perf'onrnance is bound I Z g 4 s
Éo be unsatísfying tø me.

9, Faiting at sornething üxnpontant å Z g 4 s
mreans ['m tress of a per son.

10. Ef X scold rnyself for failing ûo I Z S d s
live up to my expectations, it wilå
help rne to do betten üm tl¡e futune,

ç-
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57 Abbotsford Cres.

Winnipeg,Manitoba

R2M 256

May 3,1990
Mr. John A.Messenger,Headmaster

St.John's Ravenscourt

400 South Drive

Winnipeg,Man.

R3T 3K5

Dear Mr. Messenger,

I am a graduate student who is working on a thesis entitled
"Perfectionism in adolescents: A comparison of private and pubtic school stud.ents".
With your permission I would like to administer the Burns' perfectionism Scale
and Hewitt and Flett's Children and Adolescent Pedectionism Scale to all your
grade 9 students. The whole process would take no more than 20 minutes of their
time. Four students with a high score would then be further interviewed for
approximately 30 minutes two weeks later. The interview questions would be
based on their answers on the perfectionism Scale.

Participation, of course is voluntary. Enclosed you will find a copy of the
letter that I would send home for the parents' approval.

I wili call you to set up an appoinrnent to discuss this project further.

Yours truly,

Jeannine Bellamy
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57 Abbotsford Cres.

Winnipeg,Man.

R2M 256

May 3,1990

Dear Parents,

I am a graduate student who is studying perfectionism in adolescents. I
would like to administer a scale ro rhe grade 9 students. It would take

approximately 20 minutes of the day. A sample quesrion is
"I try to be perfect in everything I do.';

False; Mostly false; Neither true nor false; Mostly true; Very rrue

Students will circle the answer which matches their agreement with the statement.
Participation, of course, is voluntary. please sign the permission slip and

have your son/daughter rerurn it to the teacher by May 10th.

If you wish more information about this project, please feel free to
contact me ar 257-0933.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Yours truly,

Jeannine Bellamy

Tr, glve mv child-

permission to participate in

the project on perfectionism coordinated by Jeannine Bellamy as part of her

Master's Thesis.

Parent's signature:

date:
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57 Abbotsford Cres.

Winnipeg,Manitoba

R2M 256

April30,1990
Dr.J.P.Krecsy

Assiniboine School Division

3401 Roblin Blvd.

V/innipeg,Manitoba

Dea¡ Si¡:

I am a graduate student working on a thesis entitled "Perfectionism in
adolescents: A comparison of private and public school students". with your
permission, I would like to administer the Burns' Perfectionism'scale and Hewitt
and "Flett's Children's Perfectionism Scale to your grade 9 students. The whole
process would take no more than 20 minutes of their time. Four students with a
high score would then be further interviewed for apploximarely 30 minutes two
weeks later. The interview questions would be based on thefu answers on the

Perfectiomism Scale.

Participation, of course, is voluntary. Enclosed you will find a copy of the

two scales consent letter that I would send home for the parents' approval

With reference to our conversation on Friday, ApiIZTth,I will be available

to answer any questions after you have had a chance to discuss this project with the

principal of Laidlaw School. My home phone is257-0933.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Yours tnrly,

Jeannine Bellamy
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APPENDIX C TABLES
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Table 1

Number of Perfectionistic Srudents by Gender and School

Gender

School

pnvate 3(33)* 13(32)

xNote. Total number of students in cell are indicated in brackets.
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Table2

Chi-square Results Comparing Perfectionist Students b)¡ Gender. School

and Perfectionism S cales
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Comparisons

Scales

so* SP* BPS*

private>public

female>male

.29

.014x*

.615

.039**

.02**

.128

Note: xSO = Self-Oriented; SP = Socially-Prescribed; BPS = Burns Perfectionism

**Significant at p=.QJ.


